TAC meeting #4

Date: 8/10/2023

TAC members may offer modifications to these notes by submitted comments to MPRB staff. Requests for modifications must be received within one week of the TAC meeting to allow for public posting within three weeks of the TAC meeting.

Meeting Minutes:

One thing we learned.

- Difficult to do field inventory.
- Starting to work on a diamond inventory for the city. No time line
- That everyone keeps talking these issues, but nothing changes. 8 meetings are not enough
- Some complaints (nothing new)
- There is no usable database of diamonds that specify amenities on fields and off.
- Maintenance are not field specialists and leave the MPRB open to issues with not understanding if issues have truly been address.

One question I have:

- What actions items can we take right now?
- What is the current field scaling metric?
- What are our main goals here? 3-5 points that we need to focus on
- What can we do to move towards making improvements? Lets get going on some actionable work!
- How can us school and community partners help?
- As part of the inventory, are mandatory field elements (ie bases, plates) going to be evaluated? Can we set standards such as all fields leaving safety bases at 1st and replacing home plates on a regular frequency?